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How to Hedge Selectively: A Bayesian Approach

Abstract

A Bayesian optimal hedging model is developed to quantitatively analyze selective hedging

behavior. Numerical results confirm that subjective market views can have a substantial impact

on a hedger’s optimal position. The impact is most evident when the hedger speculates on

future market price directions and/or is pessimistic about the effectiveness of hedging, i.e.,

a breakdown in the correlation among different markets. The results offer new insight into

selective hedging behavior and contribute to explaining the large cross-sectional and time-

series variation of hedging positions often observed in practice.

Keywords: selective hedging, subjective views, Bayesian decision theory, parameter estimation
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I. Introduction

The theory of corporate risk management suggests that value-maximizing firms should hedge mar-

ket price risk in order to reduce the variability of cash flows, and by doing so, reduce bankruptcy

costs, tax payments, payments to stakeholders and costs of capital (Stulz, 1984; Smith and Stulz,

1985; Froot et al., 1993).1 This theory predicts that the immediate objective of hedging is mini-

mization of the variance of cash flows, and hence, risk management by itself should have zero net

present value.

The actual practice of corporate risk management is seemingly at odds with the standard the-

ory. Survey studies on risk management practice (e.g., Dolde, 1993; Bodnar et al., 1998; Geczy

et al., 2005) report that corporate risk managers often have views on future market price directions

and sometimes hedge selectively based on their views, a practice that has been termed “selective

hedging” (Working, 1962; Stulz, 1996). For example, Bodnar et al. (1998) find that about one-half

of the surveyed U.S. non-financial firms sometimes take active positions that reflect their views

on future market price directions. Additional evidence on selective hedging is found in studies

on risk management practices of gold mining firms (Tufano, 1996, 1998; Adam and Fernando,

2006; Brown et al., 2006), airline companies (Carter et al., 2002) and large U.S. non-financial

firms (Beber and Fabbri, 2005). These studies report large cross-sectional and time-series varia-

tion in individual firms’ derivative holdings.2 The large variation is difficult to explain based on the

variation in factors suggested by theory and indicates that a significant part of the variation may be

1The theory also suggests that managerial compensation contracts (i.e., agency problems) influence firms’ risk
management decisions (e.g., Stulz, 1984).

2For example, Beber and Fabbri (2005) report that managers adjust notional currency derivatives amounts in re-
sponse to past currency returns and argue this is evidence of managers taking active views on currency movements.
They also find that a measure of “speculative” intensity is related to personal characteristics of CEOs after controlling
for other firm-related effects, a result that is inconsistent with derivatives use being driven by some type of optimal
hedging policy.



attributed to selective hedging. Nonetheless, most of these studies also report that the gains from

selective hedging are small and economically insignificant.

Further evidence on selective hedging has appeared in media reporting. For example, Placer

Dome, Inc., a major Canadian gold producer, decided to completely abandon its policy of hedging

gold price risk in 2000 because of a strong bullish view on future gold prices.3 Recently, two budget

airlines, Jet Blue and Southwest, are reported to have consistently profited from their hedging

programs and hence improved their overall financial performance. In contrast, larger and more

established but financially troubled airlines, which according to the theory should hedge more than

the previous two firms, hedge little of their fuel price risk or do not hedge at all.4

In summary, there is widespread evidence that firms have goals other than variation-minimization

in risk management. Specifically, some corporate risk managers attempt to profit from their hedg-

ing programs instead of merely minimizing risk.5 The efficient market hypothesis suggests that

current prices are the best predictors of future prices since all information has already been in-

corporated into current market prices, and consequently, it is impossible to consistently beat the

market. However, many risk managers apparently believe they have the ability to outperform the

market. Stulz (1996) argues that some firms may in fact have comparative advantages in informa-

tion gathering and processing, and hence, outperform the market by hedging selectively. Geczy

et al. (2005) recently present evidence on the characteristics of U.S. non-financial firms that “spec-

ulate” and the results are consistent with a belief on the part of firm managers that speculation

(hedging with a view) is profitable due to information and cost advantages. Alternatively, selective

3See “Placer Dome alters hedging strategy, giving gold a lift,” Wall Street Journal, February, 07, 2000.
4See “Hedge hog Southwest Air sharpens its teeth” and “For airlines, fuel hedging gets tricky,” Wall Street Journal,

May 19, 2005.
5Firms also may be ”selective” in other aspects of corporate financial management. For example, Faulkender

(2005) analyzes firms’ selection of the interest rate exposure in their new debt issuances and suggests that interest rate
risk management practices are primarily driven by speculation or myopia, not hedging considerations.
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hedging may be due to decision-making biases that are well-documented in the behavioral finance

literature (e.g., Debondt and Thaler, 1995; Shiller, 2003; Barberis and Thaler, 2003). For example,

risk managers may be overconfident in their ability to outperform the market.

Despite the widespread use of selective hedging, relatively little research has attempted to

explain how risk managers’ subjective views influence hedging decisions. Noting that selective

hedging can be understood as a special type of active asset allocation/portfolio optimization de-

cision, Shi and Irwin (2005) develop an optimal hedging model based on the Bayesian portfolio

optimization framework (e.g., Jorion, 1986; Frost and Savarino, 1986; Black and Litterman, 1992;

Pástor, 2000). The Bayesian framework is a well-accepted paradigm for accommodating non-

sample information, including subjective views, and parameter estimation risk within a portfolio

optimization context. The Bayesian framework considers subjective views and parameter estima-

tion risk together because model parameters are not directly observable and have to be estimated.

In other words, model parameters are subject to both estimation errors and and investors’ specula-

tion. In an earlier study, Lence and Hayes (1994) also develop an optimal hedging model based on

the Bayesian framework but the focus of their study is on parameter estimation risk.

Shi and Irwin (2005) limit consideration of subjective views and estimation risk to the expec-

tation vector of asset returns, and thereby ignore the same concerns about the covariance matrix

of asset returns. Subjective views and estimation risk regarding the covariance matrix are also

important within an optimal hedging context. First, the optimal hedging position, particularly its

pure hedging component, is sensitive to estimation errors in volatilities and correlations.6 Second,

the covariance matrix is difficult to estimate accurately in practice because it is conditional on the

6To see this point, consider the minimum-variance hedging ratio within a static one-period futures hedging context.
The ratio, under certain assumptions, is equal to the ratio of the covariance between futures and cash price changes
and the volatility of futures price changes. This ratio clearly is sensitive to subjective views and/or estimation errors
in either component of the ratio.
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available information set and may be subject to regime shifts. Finally, given the plethora of meth-

ods and data available for estimating the covariance matrix, individual risk managers may obtain

forecasts of volatilities and correlations quite different from the market consensus.

In a separate vein, Brown and Khokher (2005) also develop a theoretical model for analyzing

corporate risk management decisions when managers have a directional prediction on future price

levels. They find that the optimal hedging strategy with ‘a view’ retains a partial exposure and

requires rebalancing, a pattern that can help explain the large variation in hedging ratios mentioned

earlier. Nonetheless, their model is not based on the Bayesian portfolio optimization framework.

Given the portfolio interpretation of hedging decisions and the inherent link between subjective

views and parameter estimation risk, we argue that subjective views and parameter estimation risk

should be considered within a Bayesian framework.

In this study, we develop a new Bayesian optimal hedging model to quantitatively analyze

selective hedging behavior. The model incorporates hedgers’ subjective views and estimation risk

regarding both the expectation vector and the covariance matrix of the price changes of the assets

involved in hedging. An “empirical” Bayesian approach is adopted to allow a hedger to express

his/her view(s) in a flexible and realistic manner. The new model not only provides researchers with

a conceptual framework to quantitatively analyze the impact on hedging positions of subjective

views, but also provides practitioners with a tool to adjust hedging positions consistent with their

views regarding future market price movements.

We illustrate the impact of subjective views on hedging decisions (and how to hedge selec-

tively) using four applications to an airline interested in hedging jet fuel price exposure. The

numerical results confirm that subjective views can have a substantial impact on a firm’s optimal

position. The impact is most evident when the risk manager speculates on future market price
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directions and/or is pessimistic about the effectiveness of hedging, i.e., a breakdown in the cor-

relation among different markets. These results offer new insight into the influence of subjective

views on hedging behavior and contribute to explaining the large cross-sectional and time-series

variation of hedging ratios often observed in practice.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In next section, we develop the new Bayesian

optimal hedging model. In the following section, we apply the Bayesian model to analyze the

impact of subjective views and parameter estimation risk on an airline’s optimal position under

different scenarios. In the last section, we draw conclusions.

II. Theoretical Model

In this section, we first review the standard optimal hedging model and its typical implementa-

tion, and then derive the new Bayesian optimal hedging model based on the Bayesian portfolio

optimization framework.

A. Standard Optimal Hedging Model

We begin by considering the standard one-period static optimal futures hedging model.7 Some

simplifying assumptions are made for ease of exposition and explicitness of results. Specifically,

we assume: (1) a hedger has a fixed long position in a spot market and hedges the spot position

using futures contracts matching the hedging horizon, and (2) the futures market is frictionless, i.e.,

there is no commissions, no margin requirements and no lumpiness, and (3) the hedger’s objective

7See Anderson and Danthine (1980) and Myers and Thompson (1989) for a thorough analysis of this model.
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is mean-variance maximization of the end-of-period profit/loss.8 In addition, we assume that spot

and futures price changes follow a multivariate normal distribution,

(1) µ =



µs

µ f


and Σ =



σ2
s σs f

σ f s σ2
f



where µ and Σ are the expectation vector and the covariance matrix of price changes, respectively.

Subscripts s and f denote spot and futures, respectively. Then, the mean-variance maximization

of the hedger’s end-period profit/loss is,

(2) max
Y f

[
Ys Y f

]


µs

µ f


− τa

2



σ2
s σs f

σ f s σ2
f



where τa is the absolute Arrow-Pratt risk aversion coefficient and Ys and Y f are the hedger’s spot

and futures positions, respectively. The optimal hedging position is determined via the first order

condition (FOC) of the mean-variance maximization,

(3) Y∗f =
µ f

τaσ
2
f

− Ys
σs f

σ2
f

where the first and second terms are, respectively, the speculative and the hedging components of

the optimal position. In practice, the model is often implemented with the Parameter Certainty

Equivalent (PCE) procedure, which requires a hedger to directly substitute estimates for the true

8Because the focus in this study is the optimal hedging decision of a risk manager responsible for managing
price risk in a particular market, the objective of hedging is assumed to be mean-variance maximization, whereas,
in corporate risk management theory, the objective of hedging is frequently assumed to be maximization of a firm’s
expected market value or managerial expected utility. The former objective concerns risk managers’ individual hedging
decisions while the latter concerns corporate hedging policies/strategies at a higher level of corporate management.
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but unknown parameters. The optimal hedging position according to the PCE procedure is

(4) Ŷ∗f =
µ̂ f

τaσ̂
2
f

− Ys
σ̂s f

σ̂2
f

where µ̂ f ,σ̂2
f and σ̂s f are, respectively, the estimates for µ f , σ2

f and σs f .

B. Bayesian Model

With the Bayesian portfolio optimization framework applied to hedging, the optimal position is

determined via mean-variance maximization conditioned on the predictive expectation vector and

covariance matrix of asset price changes. The Bayesian framework can be implemented with

either a “pure” Bayesian approach or an “empirical” Bayesian approach. With a “pure” Bayesian

approach, the prior distribution is calibrated with non-sample information, including subjective

views and updated with sample data via Bayesian updating. In practice, hedgers are unlikely to

have subjective views on more than one or two parameters of the prior distribution or only the

relative relation of the parameters of the prior distribution; therefore, they are unlikely to be able

to calibrate the entire prior distribution using only non-sample information. Consequently, a pure

Bayesian approach imposes restrictive and unrealistic assumptions regarding calibration of the

prior distribution. In comparison, an empirical Bayesian approach calibrates the prior distribution

using sample data, which should contain enough information to estimate all the parameters of the

prior distribution. Additionally, an empirical Bayesian approach allows hedgers to express their

views in a flexible and realistic manner (Black and Litterman, 1992)

To accommodate estimation risk in both the expectation vector and covariance matrix, we spec-

ify the prior distributions for the expectation vector and covariance matrix as a normal prior dis-
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tribution and an inverse-Wishart distribution, respectively. The prior distributions are conveniently

parameterized in term of hyperparameters as,

(5) µ ∼ N(µ0, κ
−1
0 Σ0) and Σ ∼W−1

ν0
(Σ0)

where the expectation vector, µ, is assumed to follow a multivariate normal distribution denoted

as N(µ0, κ
−1
0 Σ0), with µ0 the prior belief concerning the expectation vector and κ−1

0 Σ0 the confi-

dence level associated with that belief. Similarly, the covariance matrix, Σ, is assumed to follow

an inverse-Wishart distribution denoted as W−1
ν0

(Σ0), where Σ0 is the prior belief concerning the

covariance matrix and ν0 measures the confidence level associated with that belief.9

A hedger’s subjective views are classified into two categories: views concerning the expectation

vector and views concerning the covariance matrix. We follow Black and Litterman (1992) in

expressing views concerning the expectation vector as a normal distribution. Specifically,

(6) Pµ ∼ Nk(q,Ω)

where P denotes a k × n “weight” matrix, each row of which, designates the weights of the assets

in a “view portfolio” and q is a k × 1 vector, each entry of which specifies the expected return of

the “view” portfolio and Ω is a k × k diagonal matrix where the ith diagonal element is κ−1
1,i piΣ0p′i,

9Note that the prior distributions for the expectation vector and covariance matrix are specified independently, that
is, the distribution of µ does not depend on Σ. This prior specification allows an analytic solution to the optimal hedging
problem to be derived when an empirical Bayesian approach is used. An alternative choice to accommodate estimation
risk in both the expectation vector and covariance matrix is a normal-inverse-Wishart prior distribution (Lence and
Hayes, 1994), which, however, does not allows an analytic solution if an empirical Bayesian approach is adopted.
Moreover, a normal-inverse-Wishart prior distribution forces dependence between the distribution of the expectation
vector and that of the covariance matrix. This assumption is unnecessary and restrictive since an expert’s opinion
concerning the expectation vector generally is little influenced by his/her views concerning the covariance matrix, and
vice versa(e.g., Garthwaite and Al-Awadhi, 2001).
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which measures the confidence level of the ith subjective view and where pi denotes the ith row of

the weight matrix. Notice that we assume that the number of the views does not exceed the number

of assets and subjective views are independent from one another. Subjective views concerning the

covariance matrix are expressed as an inverse-Wishart distribution,

(7) Σ ∼W−1
ν1

(Σ1)

where Σ1 and ν1 denote, respectively, the view concerning the covariance matrix and the confidence

level associated with the view.

The prior distributions and subjective views are combined via Bayesian updating. The resulting

predictive distribution is a multivariate t-distribution with the following expectation vector and

covariance matrix (Scherer, 2004, p.113-115),

µ2 =
[
(κ−1

0 Σ0)−1 + P
′
Ω−1P

]−1 [
(κ−1

0 Σ0)−1µ0 + P
′
Ω−1q

]

=
[
(κ−1

0 Σ0)−1 + P
′
Ω−1P

]−1 [
(κ−1

0 Σ0)−1µ0 + P
′
Ω−1P · µ1

]
,

Σ2 =
ν0 + ν1 + 1

ν0 + ν1 − d − 2

(
ν0

ν0 + ν1
Σ0 +

ν1

ν0 + ν1
Σ1

)
,

(8)

where µ2 and Σ2 denote the predictive expectation vector and covariance matrix, respectively,

d denotes the number of assets, and µ1 denotes P′(PP′)−1q. The predictive expectation vector

is a weighted average of the prior information and the view concerning the expectation vector.

Similarly, the predictive covariance matrix is a scaled weighted average of the prior and the view

concerning the covariance matrix.10

10The predictive distribution is derived based on the derivations in Black and Litterman (1992) and Scherer (2004,
p.113-115). Detailed derivation of the theoretical model in this section and the model’s applications in the next section
are available from the authors upon request.
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Finally, we can plug the elements of the predictive distribution into the standard optimal hedg-

ing model to determine the optimal hedging position. With a one-period static futures hedging

setup, the optimal position according to the Bayesian procedure is,11

Ŷ∗f =
µ f 2

τa · σ2
f 2

− Ys
σs f 2

σ2
f 2

(9)

where the subscript 2 denotes the predictive distribution (equation 8). The formula shows that

with the Bayesian procedure, one should determine his/her optimal position by plugging in the

elements of the predictive distribution, which combines information from the prior (sample data)

and subjective views (non-sample information) together via Bayesian updating.

The Bayesian procedure incorporates the PCE (Parameter Certainty Equivalence) procedure as

a special case when the hedger has no confidence about his/her subjective views. As κ1,i −→ 0 and

ν1 −→ 0, the Bayesian optimal position becomes,

(10) Ŷ∗f =
µ f 0

τa · ν0+1
ν0−4 · σ2

f 0

− Ys
σs f 0

σ2
f 0

.

The formula shows that under the above assumptions the Bayesian position collapses to the PCE

position with the exception of a factor of proportionality, ν0−4
ν0+1 , in the speculative component. Note

that the factor of proportionality approaches one as the confidence level on the prior approaches

infinity, i.e., ν0 −→ ∞, and in this case, the difference between the Bayesian and PCE positions

disappears. In reality, because of a finite sample size, a hedger would not put infinite confidence

on the prior (sample data), and thus the factor of proportionality should always lie between 0 and

11The Bayesian model can be generalized to accommodate hedging with multiple assets, transaction costs, quantity
risk and a multi-period setting.
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1 and move closer to 1 as the sample size grows. Consequently, the speculative component of the

Bayesian position is always smaller than that of the PCE position for any finite confidence level on

the prior and the PCE position overstates the speculative component by the proportion 1 − ν0−4
ν0+1 .

The Bayesian procedure also incorporates the PPI (Perfect Parameter Information) procedure

as a special case where a hedger puts infinite confidence on his/her subjective views. As κ1,i −→ ∞

and ν1 −→ ∞, the Bayesian optimal position becomes,

(11) Ŷ∗f =
µ f 1

τa · σ2
f 1

− Ys
σs f 1

σ2
f 1

The formula shows that the Bayesian position collapses to the PPI position as the confidence on

the subjective views approaches infinity.

The Bayesian procedure not only nests the PCE and PPI procedures as two extreme cases, but

also provides an optimal way to combine information from the prior (sample data) and subjective

view (non-sample information) when the hedger is neither absolutely confident about the prior nor

about his/her subjective views. In a non-extreme case, the hedger’s optimal position according

to the Bayesian procedure lies between the PCE and PPI results and tilts toward either side in

response to the magnitude of the deviation of the views from the prior and the confidence levels

assigned to those views.

C. Calibration of the Bayesian Model

To implement the Bayesian model, one needs a method to calibrate the confidence levels for the

prior distribution. The assignment of confidence levels for the prior is not an easy task (e.g.,

Bevan and Winkelmann, 1998; He and Litterman, 1999; Fusal and Meucci, 2003). For simplicity,
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we set both κ0 and ν0 equal to the number of sample observations. The procedure is valid if

sample observations follow IID normal distribution. Given widespread evidence that asset returns

do not follow IID normal distributions, one may choose more sophisticated calibration methods.

Nevertheless, the procedure can still serve as a benchmark in assigning confidence levels.

One also needs a tool to gauge the deviation of subjective views from the prior distribution (i.e.,

sample data). Because the Bayesian factor is a well developed and frequently used tool for model

comparison and selection (e.g., Bernardo and Smith, 1994; O’Hagan et al., 2004), it is used to

measure the relative probability of the posterior distribution conditional on the prior distribution.12

More specifically, we compute the “Weight of Evidence” (WoE), which is the logarithm of the

Bayesian factor,

ln
(
BF2,0(It)

)
=

p(It|µ2,Σ2)
p(It|µ0,Σ0)

= − κ0

2
ln
|Σ2|
|Σ0| +

κ0

2
× d − κ0

2
tr(Σ0Σ

−1
2 ) − κ0

2
(µ0 − µ2)

′
Σ−1

2 (µ0 − µ2)

(12)

where BF2,0(It) denotes the Bayesian factor in favor of the posterior distribution and against the

prior distribution. Generally speaking, Bayesian decision theory (e.g., Bernardo and Smith, 1994,

pp.389-395) shows that a WoE greater than zero signifies that the posterior distribution is more

plausible in the light of sample data, while a WoE smaller than zero signifies that the prior distri-

bution is more plausible in the light of sample data. Because we estimate µ0 and Σ0 by maximiz-

ing the likelihood function p(It|µ,Σ), the denominator of the Bayesian factor, p(It|µ0,Σ0), should

be considered the unrestricted optimum while the numerator of the Bayesian factor, p(It|µ2,Σ2),

should be considered the restricted optimum. As a result, WoE should always be below zero and

12See Harvey et al. (2003) for an application of the Bayesian factor in a portfolio optimization context. See also Be-
van and Winkelmann (1998), He and Litterman (1999) and Fusal and Meucci (2003) for alternative calibration meth-
ods.
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doubt is cast on the views if the WoE is too small.

Note that the Bayesian factor shown above is akin to the widely-used Likelihood ratio test

statistic (Greene, 2002, p.152). Specifically, the large-sample distribution of −2 ln
(
BF2,0(It)

)

should follow a χ2 distribution with the degrees of freedom equal to the number of restrictions

imposed. Because the hedging decision involves 2 assets in this study, there are 2 restrictions

imposed on the expectation vector and 3 on the covariance matrix and hence the total number of

restrictions and the degrees of freedom equal 5. The p-value of −2 ln
(
BF2,0(It)

)
is used in the

following section to signify the deviation of subjective views from the prior distribution.

III. Applications

In this section, we apply the new Bayesian model to analyze the impact on a hedger’s optimal

position of subjective views and parameter estimation risk under different scenarios.

A. Optimal Hedging with a Directional View

In the first application, we analyze how a hedger’ view about the price trend in a futures market

could influence his/her optimal position. Although the unbiasedness hypothesis of futures prices

is often supported by empirical studies (e.g., Fama and French, 1987), as noted in the introduction,

practitioners sometimes still have views about the direction of futures prices and may actively take

positions based on their views. This type of view scenario is similar to that considered by Shi and

Irwin (2005), except their model ignores estimation risk concerning the covariance matrix.

Assume that a hedger has no view concerning the covariance matrix, signified by ν1 = 0, yet

has an opinion concerning the direction of the futures price change over the hedging horizon. The
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view can be conveniently expressed using equation (6) as,

(13) P =

[
0 1

]
and q =

[
q

]

Using the Bayesian model (equation 9), the optimal hedging position with the directional view is,

(14) Ŷ∗f =
µ f 0 + κ1

κ0+κ1
(q − µ f 0)

τa · ν0+1
ν0−4 · σ2

f 0

− Ys ·
σs f 0

σ2
f 0

.

The equation shows that a directional view has an impact on the speculative component but not on

the hedging component of the optimal position.13 The impact is determined by the magnitude of

the view, q − µ f 0, and the relative confidence level of the view, κ1 v.s. κ0. As the magnitude and/or

the confidence level of the view decreases and approaches zero, the Bayesian position tilts toward

and eventually collapses into the PCE position. However, if the magnitude of the directional view

is significant and the hedger is quite confident about the view, the view could have a substantial

impact on the optimal position.

We further illustrate the impact of a directional view on the optimal hedging position using a

numerical example. For simplicity and brevity, we adopt a textbook example from Hull (2002,

p.80-82) with minor modifications. The example assumes that an airline expects to purchase two

million gallons of jet fuel in one month and decides to use heating oil futures for hedging. The

estimated standard deviations of monthly changes in spot jet fuel prices and in heating oil futures

prices are, respectively, $0.0263/gallon and $0.0313/gallon. The estimated correlation coefficient

between the two is 0.9284; and the estimated expected monthly changes in spot jet fuel prices and

13The hedging component is the same as with the PCE procedure because the elements of the predictive covariance
matrix change proportionately.
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in heating oil futures prices are, respectively, $ − 0.0009/gallon and $ − 0.0002/gallon. Note that

the sample averages, standard deviations and correlation are the same as in the textbook example.

The prior distribution is calibrated with sample estimates and the confidence levels for the prior

are assigned as κ0 = 15 and ν0 = 15, equal to the number of sample observations. To compute

the speculative component of a hedger’s optimal hedging position, we need to know the absolute

risk-aversion (ARA) coefficient for the hedger. We use “risk premiums” (Babcock et al., 1993, eq.

4) to compute reasonable ARAs. If the appropriate risk premium is either 10% or 25% or 50%

of the standard deviation for revenue of the “naked” spot position, then the corresponding ARA is

either 0.00000063, 0.00000164 or 0.00000382.

The hedger is assumed to have either a bullish or bearish directional view. A bullish (bear-

ish) view means that the hedger speculates that the expected change in futures prices will be

$+0.03/gallon ($−0.03/gallon) instead of $−0.0009/gallon according to the sample data (the mar-

ket consensus). A view is assumed to be associated with either a high confidence level (κ1 = 10) or

a low confidence level (κ1 = 5). Under an IID distribution assumption, the high (low) confidence

level means that the hedger’s confidence in the view is equivalent to using 10 (5) sample observa-

tions in estimation. A no view scenario is considered for comparison. In addition, the hedger is

assumed to have no view regarding the covariance matrix, signified by ν1 = 0.

[INSERT TABLE 1 HERE]

The variation of the optimal position in response to directional views is reported in table 1,

which shows that a directional view could have a substantial impact on a hedger’s speculative

component and hence his/her overall optimal position. For example, with a 25% risk premium

assumed, a bullish directional view associated with a high confidence level leads to speculative,
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hedging and overall optimal positions of 964, 198 gallons, 1, 560, 187 gallons and 2, 524, 384 gal-

lons, respectively; while a bearish directional view associated with a high confidence level results

in values for the same components of −1, 055, 065 gallons, 1, 560, 187 gallons and 505, 122 gal-

lons, respectively. These can be compared to the relevant “no view” speculative, hedging and

overall optimal positions of −75, 722 gallons, 1, 560, 187 gallons and 1, 484, 464 gallons, respec-

tively. The comparisons show that the impact of a directional view is limited to the speculative

component, which varies in sign and magnitude according to the direction and confidence level

of the view. The p-values of the WoE’s suggest that most of the directional view scenarios are

not extreme from the perspective of the prior distribution. For example, the p-value is 0.80 for a

bullish view with a high confidence level, where the hedger expects the change in futures price

to be $0.03/gallon instead of $ − 0.0009/gallon for the prior. The results also show the expected

pattern that increasing the risk premium has a dampening influence on the hedger’s risk taking.

All else equal, as the risk premium increases, the impact of the view on a hedger’s speculative

component, and thus the overall position, decreases.

In summary, the results show that a directional view can have a substantial impact on a hedger’s

optimal position. With a moderate level of risk-aversion (25% risk premium), a directional view

may change the optimal position from 34% to 170% of the “no view” position. The specific

impact depends on the magnitude and/or the confidence level of the view. The substantial variation

of optimal positions in response to the different directional views may help to explain the well-

documented phenomenon of wide cross-sectional and time-series variation of hedging positions

(ratios) observed in practice.
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B. Optimal Hedging with a View on the Covariance Matrix

Given widespread evidence on the time-varying nature of conditional volatility and regime switch-

ing, some hedgers may have views concerning the volatilities and correlations of the different

markets involved in hedging decisions. While a hedger may use GARCH-type models or regime-

switching models to estimate time-varying hedging position (ratios), the Bayesian model provides

a formal method for analyzing the impact on optimal positions of this type of view. For example,

a hedger may be quite skeptical about the effectiveness of futures hedging. That is, the hedger is

quite pessimistic about the accuracy of the covariance matrix estimated from historical data. The

hedger may conjecture that the volatilities of both spot and futures markets are under-estimated

by the market consensus based on sample data, and/or the correlation between the two markets is

over-estimated by the market consensus. Consequently, the hedger may formulate an alternative

estimate of the covariance matrix denoted as Σ2.

The hedger in this scenario is assumed to have no view regarding the expectation vector, signi-

fied by κ1 = 0. Using the Bayesian model above (equation 9), the optimal hedging position with a

view on the covariance matrix is,

(15) Ŷ∗f =
µ f 0

τa · ν0+ν1+1
ν0+ν1−4 ·

(
ν0

ν0+ν1
σ2

f 0 + ν1
ν0+ν1

σ2
f 1

) − Ys ·
ν0

ν0+ν1
σs f 0 + ν1

ν0+ν1
σs f 1

ν0
ν0+ν1

σ2
f 0 + ν1

ν0+ν1
σ2

f 1

.

The equation suggests that a view on the covariance matrix has an impact on both the speculative

and hedging components of the optimal position. As in the first example, the Bayesian optimal

position nests the PCE and PPI results as two extreme cases, tilting towards either side depending

on the magnitude and relative confidence level of the view on the covariance matrix.

As before, we illustrate the variation of the optimal hedging position in response to views on
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the covariance matrix with a numerical example. The airline hedging setting and prior calibration

are the same as in the first example. In addition, we assume that the hedger suspects that the

volatilities of the futures and spot markets will be twice that of the market consensus (the prior),

and/or the correlation between the two markets will be three-quarters that of the market consensus.

The confidence level of the view is again assigned as ν1 = 10 or ν1 = 5.

[INSERT TABLE 2 HERE]

The variation of the optimal position in response to the view concerning the covariance ma-

trix is reported in table 2. The results suggest that a view concerning the covariance matrix will

have a measurable impact on either the hedging or speculative component, and thus, the overall

optimal position. For example, with a 25% risk premium assumed and no view, the speculative,

hedging and overall optimal positions are −75, 722 gallons, 1, 560, 187 gallons and 1, 484, 464

gallons, respectively. If a hedger takes a pessimistic view about hedging effectiveness; that is,

the hedger suspects that volatilities will be twice that of the market consensus and correlation just

three-quarters that of the market consensus, and has a high confidence level about the view, the

speculative, hedging and overall optimal positions are −40, 437 gallons, 1, 276, 516, gallons and

1, 236, 080 gallons, respectively. The reduction in the optimal position is primarily due to the de-

creased correlation expressed in the hedger’s view on the covariance matrix, which reduces the

hedging component. This can be easily seen in the scenarios where the hedger continues to believe

volatilities will be twice that of the market consensus but has no view on correlation. In this case,

the speculative, hedging and overall optimal positions are −40, 437 gallons, 1, 560, 187 gallons and

1, 519, 750 gallons, respectively. The hedging component is the same as in the no view case and
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the overall optimal position differs little from the no view scenario.14 Overall, with a 25% risk

premium assumed, a view on the covariance matrix can change the optimal position from 83% to

102% of the “no view” position.

This analysis suggests the sensible result that hedgers will hedge less when they have more

doubt about the effectiveness of hedging, in particular, the correlation between price movement

in the spot and futures markets. The p-values of WoE’s indicate that most of view scenarios are

not extreme except for the combination of increasing volatilities and decreasing correlation. Also

notice that the relative risk-aversion coefficient has minimal impact on the speculative component

and no impact on the hedging component. In the same vein as before, the view and uncertainty

regarding covariance matrix estimates can help explain the wide cross-sectional and time-series

variation in hedging ratios observed in practice.

C. Optimal Hedging with a Combined View

It is possible that a hedger has a “combined view.” That is, a combination of a directional view

and a view on the covariance matrix. Using the Bayesian model (equation 9), the optimal hedging

position with a combined view is,

Ŷ∗f =
µ f 0 + κ1

κ0+κ1
(q − µ f 0)

τa · ν0+ν1+1
ν0+ν1−4 ·

(
ν0

ν0+ν1
σ2

f 0 + ν1
ν0+ν1

σ2
f 1

) − Ys ·
ν0

ν0+ν1
σs f 0 + ν1

ν0+ν1
σs f 1

ν0
ν0+ν1

σ2
f 0 + ν1

ν0+ν1
σ2

f 1

.(16)

The equation is more complicated than those in the previous two examples due to the combination

of a directional view and a view on the covariance matrix. Because the closed-form solution is

difficult to interpret, we use our numerical example to illustrate the impact of a combined view on
14The view causes proportional changes inσs f 2 andσ2

f 2, which are, respectively, the numerator and the denominator
of the hedging component (see equation 9). Consequently, the hedging component is the same as in the no view case.
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the hedger’s optimal position. The airline hedging setting and prior calibration are the same as in

the first two examples. View scenarios from the previous two examples are combined. Results for

a 25% risk premium are reported in table 3.15 The results show that combining a directional view

and a view on the covariance matrix, as would be expected, introduces even greater variation in the

optimal hedging position. A combined view can change the optimal position from 11% to 171%

of the “no view” position.

[INSERT TABLE 3 HERE]

D. Optimal Hedging with a Basis View

In the next application, we analyze the impact on a hedger’s optimal hedging position of a basis

view, which is the hedger’s view regarding the end-of-hedging-period difference between cash

and futures prices. Shi and Irwin (2005) treat a basis view as a “relative” opinion concerning the

performance of the spot and futures market, but assume that a basis view has no effect on a hedger’s

perception about the covariance matrix of asset price changes. The theory of storable commodities,

which is applicable to the airline example considered here, predicts that as the basis strengthens

(weakens) the volatilities of spot and futures markets may increase (decrease) and the correlation

between them may decrease (increase) (French, 1986; Fama and French, 1987, 1988; Williams

and Wright., 1991; Ng and Pirrong, 1994). For this reason, a basis view for a storable commodity

should also be considered a type of “combined” view expressed on both the expectation vector and

the covariance matrix.
15Due to space constraints, we only present results for the 25% risk premium. Results for the 10% and 50% risk

premiums are available for authors upon request. Note that results presented in table 3 incorporate the results in
tables 1 and 2 for a 25% risk premium as special cases where the hedger express a view on either the expectation
vector or the covariance matrix but not on both.
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Assume that at the beginning of the hedging period, a hedger speculates the the end-of-the-

period basis should be b̃1, while historical data project it at b1. Part of the view concerns the

relative performance of the spot and futures markets, which can be expressed using equation 6 as,

(17) p = [1 − 1] and q = b̃1 − b0

where b0 denotes the basis observed at the beginning of the period. Note that κ−1PΣP′ = κ−1(σ2
s −

2σs f + σ2
f ). Moreover, based on his/her estimate of the end-of-period basis, the hedger may also

form an opinion about the covariance matrix, which is expressed with equation 7 as Σ ∼W−1
ν1

(Σ1).

We can then plug in the elements of the predictive distribution into the standard optimal hedging

model (equation 3) to derive the closed-form solution for the optimal hedging position,

Ŷ∗f =

µ f 0 + κ0κ1
κ0κ1+κ2

0
· σ2

s0−σs f 0

σ2
s0−2σs f 0+σ2

f 0
· (b̃1 − b1)

τa · ν0+ν1+1
ν0+ν1−4 ·

(
ν0

ν0+ν1
σ2

f 0 + ν1
ν0+ν1

σ2
f 1

) − Ys ·
ν0

ν0+ν1
σs f 0 + ν1

ν0+ν1
σs f 1

ν0
ν0+ν1

σ2
f 0 + ν1

ν0+ν1
σ2

f 1

.(18)

Because the closed-form solution is again difficult to interpret, we focus on a numerical exam-

ple to illustrate the impact of a basis view on the hedger’s optimal position. The hedging setting

and prior calibration are the same as in the previous examples. The market consensus is that basis

will strengthen by $0.0011/gallon, which is the difference between expected changes in spot and

futures prices. However, the hedger has either a stronger or weaker basis view. A strong basis view

means that the hedger suspects that basis will be strengthened by $0.02/gallon and the volatilities

of spot and futures markets should be twice that of the prior (the market consensus) and the corre-

lation three-quarters of the prior. In contrast, a weaker basis view means that the hedger suspects

that the basis will be $ − 0.02/gallon, and volatilities of spot and futures half of the prior and the
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correlation the same as that of the prior. The basis view is associated with either a high confidence

level (κ1 = 10 and ν1 = 10) or a low confidence level (κ1 = 5 and ν1 = 5). A no view scenario is

considered for comparison.

[INSERT TABLE 4 HERE]

The variation of the optimal position in response to the change in the basis view is reported in

table 4. The results suggest that a basis view has a large impact on a hedger’s optimal position. A

stronger view induces the hedger to increase his/her short position in the speculative component,

while a weaker view induces the hedger to switch from a short position to a long position in the

speculative component. In contrast, regardless of direction, a basis view decreases the hedger’s

long position in the hedging component. With a 25% risk premium assumed and no view, the

speculative, hedging and overall optimal positions are −75, 722 gallons, 1, 560, 187 gallons and

1, 484, 464 gallons, respectively. A weaker basis view associated with a high confidence level can

change the speculative, hedging and overall optimal positions to 1, 763, 615 gallons, 1, 560, 187

gallons and 3, 323, 802 gallons, respectively; while a stronger basis view associated with a high

confidence level can change them to −522, 790 gallons, 1, 276, 516 gallons, 753, 726 gallons, re-

spectively. Overall, a basis view may change the optimal position from 51% to 224% of the “no

view” position. A hedger’s relative risk-aversion coefficient has an impact on the speculative com-

ponent and no impact on the hedging component. Comparing the results in table 4 to those in

tables 1 and 2 suggests that the impact of a basis view is similar to that of a directional view yet

more substantial than that of a view on the covariance matrix.
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IV. Conclusions

The theory of corporate risk management suggests that the rational motivation for hedging is min-

imization of the variance of cash flows, and hence, risk management by itself should have zero

net present value. The actual practice of corporate risk management is seemingly at odds with the

theory. Various survey, industry studies and media reports show that firms may have goals other

than variation-minimization in risk management. More specifically, many corporate risk managers

apparently attempt to profit by hedging selectively based on their views about future market price

movements. The widespread use of selective hedging may account for much of the large cross-

sectional and time-series variation in individual firms’ hedging ratios often observed in corporate

risk management practice. This large variation is difficult to explain based on variation in factors

suggested by the theory of corporate risk management.

Despite the widespread use of selective hedging, relatively little research has attempted to ex-

plain how risk managers’ subjective views influence hedging decisions. In this study, we develop

a new Bayesian optimal hedging model to quantitatively analyze selective hedging behavior. The

model incorporates hedgers’ subjective views and estimation risk regarding both the expectation

vector and the covariance matrix of the price changes of the assets involved in hedging. An “em-

pirical” Bayesian approach is adopted to allow a hedger to express his/her view(s) in a flexible

and realistic manner. The new model not only provides researchers with a conceptual framework

to quantitatively analyze the impact on hedging positions of subjective views, but also provides

practitioners with a tool to adjust hedging positions consistent with their views regarding future

market price movements.

We illustrate the impact of subjective views on hedging decisions (and how to hedge selec-
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tively) with four applications to an airline interested in hedging jet fuel price exposure. The nu-

merical results confirm that subjective views can have a substantial impact on a hedger’s optimal

position. The impact is most evident when hedgers speculate on future market price directions

and/or is pessimistic about the effectiveness of hedging, i.e., a breakdown in the correlation of

different markets. With a moderate level of risk-aversion, the numerical results show that a direc-

tional view may change the optimal position from 34% to 170% of the “no view” position. By

comparison, a view on the covariance matrix may change the optimal position from 83% to 102%

of the “no view” position. The results offer new insight into the influence of subjective views on

hedging behavior and contribute to explaining the large cross-sectional and time-series variation

of hedging ratios often observed in practice.
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Tables and Figures

Table 1: A Hedger’s Optimal Position With a Directional View.
Subjective Confidence Weight of Speculative Hedging Optimal

View Level Evidence Component Component Position
Panel A: Risk Premium=50%

No view NA 1.00 -32,440 1,560,187 1,527,746
Bullish High 0.80 413,071 1,560,187 1,973,258

Low 0.97 246,004 1,560,187 1,806,191
Bearish High 0.84 -451,999 1,560,187 1,108,187

Low 0.98 -294,665 1,560,187 1,265,522
Panel B: Risk Premium=25%

No view NA 1.00 -75,722 1,560,187 1,484,464
Bullish High 0.80 964,198 1,560,187 2,524,384

Low 0.97 574,228 1,560,187 2,134,414
Bearish High 0.84 -1,055,065 1,560,187 505,122

Low 0.98 -687,811 1,560,187 872,375
Panel C: Risk Premium=10%

No view NA 1.00 -196,362 1,560,187 1,363,825
Bullish High 0.80 2,500,337 1,560,187 4,060,524

Low 0.97 1,489,075 1,560,187 3,049,262
Bearish High 0.84 -2,735,971 1,560,187 -1,175,785

Low 0.98 -1,783,618 1,560,187 -223,431
The hedger is assumed to have either a bullish or bearish view regarding the expected futures
price change. A bullish (bearish) view means that the hedger speculates the futures price
change will be $0.03/gallon ($ − 0.03/gallon), rather than $ − 0.0009/gallon according to the
market consensus. A directional view is associated with either a high (κ1 = 10) or a low
confidence level (κ1 = 5). In addition, the hedger is assumed to have no view regarding the
covariance matrix, signified by ν1 = 0. The prior is calibrated with historical data and the
confidence levels associated the prior are set as κ0 = 15 and ν0 = 15. Speculative, hedging
and overall optimal positions are displayed with gallons as the unit of measurement.
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Table 2: A Hedger’s Optimal Position with a View on the Covariance Matrix.
Subjective View Confidence Weight of Speculative Hedging Optimal

Volatilities Correlation Level Evidence Component Component Position
Panel A: Risk Premium=50%

No view No view NA 1.00 -32,440 1,560,187 1,527,746
No view Decreasing High 0.55 -38,112 1,404,168 1,366,056

Low 0.82 -35,951 1,462,675 1,426,724
Increasing No view High 0.20 -17,323 1,560,187 1,542,863

Low 0.56 -20,543 1,560,187 1,539,643
Increasing Decreasing High 0.00 -17,323 1,276,516 1,259,193

Low 0.02 -20,543 1,337,303 1,316,759
Panel B: Risk Premium=25%

No view No view NA 1.00 -75,722 1,560,187 1,484,464
No view Decreasing High 0.55 -88,961 1,404,168 1,315,207

Low 0.82 -83,917 1,462,675 1,378,758
Increasing No view High 0.20 -40,437 1,560,187 1,519,750

Low 0.56 -47,953 1,560,187 1,512,234
Increasing Decreasing High 0.00 -40,437 1,276,516 1,236,080

Low 0.02 -47,953 1,337,303 1,289,350
Panel C: Risk Premium=10%

No view No view NA 1.00 -196,362 1,560,187 1,363,825
No view Decreasing High 0.55 -230,691 1,404,168 1,173,477

Low 0.82 -217,613 1,462,675 1,245,062
Increasing No view High 0.20 -104,859 1,560,187 1,455,327

Low 0.56 -124,350 1,560,187 1,435,836
Increasing Decreasing High 0.00 -104,859 1,276,516 1,171,657

Low 0.02 -124,350 1,337,303 1,212,953
The hedger is assumed to be pessimistic about the hedging effectiveness and suspect that the volatilities of
futures and spot markets will be twice that of the prior, and/or the correlation between the two markets could
be three-quarters that of the prior. A view on the covariance matrix is associated with either a high (ν1 = 10)
or a low confidence level (ν1 = 5). The hedger is assumed to have no view regarding the expectation vector,
signified by κ1 = 0. The prior is calibrated with historical data and the confidence levels associated the prior
are set as κ0 = 15 and ν0 = 15. Speculative, hedging and overall optimal positions are displayed with gallons
as the unit of measurement.
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Table 3: A Hedger’s Optimal Position with a Combined View.
Combined View Confidence Weight of Speculative Hedging Optimal

Expectation Volatility Correlation Level Evidence Component Component Position
Risk Premium=25%

No view No view No view NA 1.00 -75,722 1,560,187 1,484,464
No view No view Decreasing High 0.55 -88,961 1,404,168 1,315,207

Low 0.82 -83,917 1,462,675 1,378,758
No view Increasing No view High 0.20 -40,437 1,560,187 1,519,750

Low 0.56 -47,953 1,560,187 1,512,234
No view Increasing Decreasing High 0.00 -40,437 1,276,516 1,236,080

Low 0.02 -47,953 1,337,303 1,289,350
Bullish No view No view High 0.80 964,198 1,560,187 2,524,384

Low 0.97 574,228 1,560,187 2,134,414
Bullish No view Decreasing High 0.27 1,132,764 1,404,168 2,536,932

Low 0.68 636,374 1,462,675 2,099,049
Bullish Increasing No view High 0.14 514,893 1,560,187 2,075,079

Low 0.49 363,642 1,560,187 1,923,829
Bullish Increasing Decreasing High 0.00 514,893 1,276,516 1,791,409

Low 0.01 363,642 1,337,303 1,700,945
Bearish No view No view High 0.84 -1,055,065 1,560,187 505,122

Low 0.98 -687,811 1,560,187 872,375
Bearish No view Decreasing High 0.29 -1,239,516 1,404,168 164,651

Low 0.70 -762,250 1,462,675 700,425
Bearish Increasing No view High 0.14 -563,417 1,560,187 996,770

Low 0.49 -435,571 1,560,187 1,124,615
Bearish Increasing Decreasing High 0.00 -563,417 1,276,516 713,100

Low 0.01 -435,571 1,337,303 901,732
The hedger is assumed to have a “combined” view that is a combination of a directional view and a view on the covariance
matrix. A bullish (bearish) directional view means that the hedger speculates the futures price change will be $0.03/gallon
($ − 0.03/gallon), rather than $ − 0.0009/gallon according to the market consensus. A covariance matrix view means that the
hedger suspects that the volatilities of futures and spot markets will be twice that of the prior, and/or the correlation between
the two markets could be three-quarters that of the prior. A directional view is associated with either a high (κ1 = 10) or a
low confidence level (κ1 = 5). A view on the covariance matrix is associated with either a high (ν1 = 10) or a low confidence
level (ν1 = 5). If the hedger expresses views on both the expectation vector and the covariance matrix, we restrict confidence
levels to be the same for both views. The prior is calibrated with historical data and the confidence levels associated the prior
are set as κ0 = 15 and ν0 = 15. Speculative, hedging and overall optimal positions are displayed with gallons as the unit of
measurement.
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Table 4: A Hedger’s Optimal Position With a Basis View.
Subjective Confidence Weight of Speculative Hedging Optimal

View Level Evidence Component Component Position
Panel A: Risk Premium=50%

No view NA 1.00 -32,440 1,560,187 1,527,746
Stronger High 0.00 -223,968 1,276,516 1,052,548

Low 0.01 -173,703 1,337,303 1,163,600
Weaker High 0.02 755,549 1,560,187 2,315,736

Low 0.46 367,178 1,560,187 1,927,365
Panel B: Risk Premium=25%

No view NA 1.00 -75,722 1,560,187 1,484,464
Stronger High 0.00 -522,790 1,276,516 753,726

Low 0.01 -405,460 1,337,303 931,843
Weaker High 0.14 1,763,615 1,560,187 3,323,802

Low 0.57 857,073 1,560,187 2,417,260
Panel C: Risk Premium=10%

No view NA 1.00 -196,362 1,560,187 1,363,825
Stronger High 0.00 -1,355,688 1,276,516 -79,172

Low 0.01 -1,051,430 1,337,303 285,873
Weaker High 0.02 4,573,369 1,560,187 6,133,555

Low 0.46 2,222,544 1,560,187 3,782,731
The hedger is assumed to have either a stronger or weaker basis view. The market consensus
is that the basis will be strengthened by $0.0011/gallon in a month, but the hedger with a
stronger basis view expects the basis will be $0.02/gallon, together with volatilities of spot
and futures increasing by 100%, and the correlation dropping by 25% w.r.t. the market
consensus. On the other hand, the hedger with a weaker basis view expects that the basis
will be $ − 0.02/gallon, together with volatilities of spot and futures decreasing by 50% and
the correlation remaining the same w.r.t. the market consensus. A basis view is associated
with either a high (κ1 = 10 and ν1 = 10) or a low confidence level (κ1 = 5 and ν1 = 5). The
prior is calibrated with historical data and the confidence levels associated the prior are set
as κ0 = 15 and ν0 = 15. Speculative, hedging and overall optimal positions are displayed
with gallons as the unit of measurement.
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